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Defendants-Respondents Gannett Company, Inc., Gannett Satellite

Information Network, Inc., Henry Freeman, CynDee Royle, Bob Fredericks, and

D. Scott Faubel (collectively, "Respondents")1, by and through their counsel

Satterlee Stephens Burke & Burke LLP, respectfully submit this Brief in

Opposition to the Appeal of Appellant Elena Ruth Sassower (hereinafter "Elena

Sassower," or "Appellant"), who along with plaintiffs Doris L. Sassower and

Center for Judicial Accountability, Inc. ("CJA") (collectively "Plaintiffs"), brought

this action against Respondents.2

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

At the heart of this appeal is a newspaper article published by The

Jotrrnal I'{ews (the "Article") recounting a judicial confirmation proceeding before

the White Plains Common Council at which Plaintiffs Elena and Doris Sassower

1 
Named defendant The Journal News is a business unit of Gannett Satellite Information

\enr-ork, Inc., and "LoHud.com" is the name of a website maintained by The Journal News.
Both are improperly identified as parties to this lawsuit. Plaintiffs also brought this action
against Keith Eddings, who was never served with the Complaint, and whose emplol,rnent with
ire Jottrnal News ceased as of August29,2009. R-518-519.

2 PlaintiffElena Sassower appears to be the only party to have perfected an appeal. First,
:dv Elena Sassower signed the second Notice of Appeal relating to the April 11,2012 Order.
,R--9-10. Further, counsel for Plaintiffs' Doris L. Sassower and CJA did not sign the Appellants'
Brei and does not appear to be representing these parties on appeal, as he did in some
::oceedings before the trial court. Notably, Appellants' Brief and the cover page suggest that
!1ena Ruth Sassower is acting as attorney for Doris L. Sassower and CJA. However, upon
:::brmation and belief, Elena Sassower is not an attorney and cannot appear on behalf of Doris
i . Sassower or CJA. Further, specifically with respect to CJA, pursuant to CPLR 321(c), as a
;,:rporation, it is required to appear by counsel. Of course, to the extent the Court treats these
:onsohdated appeals as on behalf of all Plaintiffs, the arguments for affirmance are equally
arplicable and compelling as to all parties.



vehemently protested the confirmation of Judge Brian Hansbury, including

publicly declaring: "a comrpt judge and a comrpt process." Plaintiffs contend the

Article, describing the Sassowers as "hecklers," their personal attacks as

"flreworks," and their comments generally as "slings and arrows," is defamatory.

However, as Plaintiffs' own account of the proceedings concedes, the Article is

substantially true, and as the trial court corectly held, the descriptive comments

are protected opinion, not actionable factual statements.

Unfortunately, what should be a rather straightforward issue on appeal

- can the Article support a libel claim? - is almost lost beneath the myriad

allegations and accusations by Plaintiffs Elena and Doris L. Sassower, which

include not just invented claims of 'Journalistic fraud" against Respondents, but

also claims of bias by the trial court and "fraud on the court" by Respondents'

counsel.

While the Article did not defame Plaintiffs, it did porlend what has

occurred in this action. After Justice Peter Fox Cohalan granted Respondents

motion to dismiss the Complaint, finding that the Article could not support a libel

claim and that the law did not recognize a claim for 'Journalistic fraud," the

Sassowers levied the same charges of "comrption" against Justice Cohalan that

they made at the confirmation proceedings of Judge Hansbury, another judge who

had previously issued adverse rulings against the Sassowers. As they have done in

1503873 4



the litany of litigations in which they have been involved over the years,

demanding recusal of the many judges they have encountered, the Sassowers

claimed Justice Cohalan's adverse decision clearly indicated his bias against them.

Justice Cohalan, mindful of his obligation not to recuse himself without good

cause, denied their recusal motion, which Appellant now also appeals.

Appellant also appeals the trial court's denial of their motion (a) to vacate

the initial dismissal of the Compliant based on the "fraud on the court" by

Respondent's counsel, Satterlee Stephens Burke & Burke, LLP ("Satter1ee") and

its associate Meghan Sullivan, and (b) impose sanctions on Satterlee and Ms.

Sullivan. As with many prior adversaries they have encountered, the Sassowers

contend Satterlee's and Ms. Sullivan's advocacy was fraudulent and deceitful, in

essence, because they argued against the Sassowers' positions. As the trial court

correctly held, Satterlee's and Ms. Sullivan's advocacy, with which the Court

agreed (based on its analysis of the relevant law), was entirely appropriate and in

no way sanctionable.

Unfortunately, this Appeal is simply the latest episode in a history of well-

documented frivolous and abusive litigation spanning more than three decades.

Plaintiffs Elena and Doris Sassower have attempted time and time again to air their

grievances against an ever-expanding list of targets (many of them judges) in

lawsuits that routinely have been dismissed as without merit. Both have been

I 503873_4



sanctioned for their "vexatious litigating tactics" and enjoined from further

pursuing exhaustively litigated claims. Undeterred, here again, Plaintiffs have

filed meritless claims. The trial court properly dismissed the Complaint, and

properly denied their re-argument, recusal and sanctions motions.

This Court can and should summarily affirm the trial court's orders. With

respect to the libel claims, they were properly dismissed because each of the

statements complained of is (a) substantially true based on Plaintiffs' own account

of the proceedings, or (b) constitutionally protected opinion, and (c) in no way

defamatory. Plaintiffs claim for'Journalistic fraud" was coffectly dismissed as a

made-up cause of action. The recusal motion was properly denied because the

only evidence of Justice Cohalan's bias Plaintiffs could identify was his adverse

decision dismissing their claims and the only "interest" allegedly informing the

court's purported bias was Plaintiffs' prior efforts at recusal and sanctions against

other judges, as well as Plaintiffs' allegedly public opposition to judicial pay

raises. Of course, if such grounds sufficed for recusal, the Sassowers could

dispose of any judge that dared issue an adverse ruling against them. Finally,

Plaintiffs' allegations of fraud and deceit against Satterlee and Ms. Sullivan are

ultimately based on nothing more than Plaintiffs' disagreement with counsel's

legal arguments, arguments which are plainly supported by applicable law, and

certainly not fraudulent or sanctionable.



COUNTER-STATEMENT OF QUESTIONS PRESENTED ON APPEAL

1. Did the trial court correctly hold that Plaintiffs faited to allege a claim

for libel or libel per se against Respondents?

Answer: Yes.

Z. Did the trial court correctly hold that 'Joumalistic fraud" is not

recognized cause of action under New York law?

Answer: Yes.

3. Did the trial court correctly hold that recusal

appropriate?

Answer: Yes.

4. Did the trial court correctly hold that sanctions

counsel were not warranted or appropriate?

Answer: Yes.

was not warranted or

against Respondents'

FACTS

A. The Mav 4. 2009 white Plains common council Meetinq and

Sabsequent Journal lYews Article

On May 4,2009,the White Plains Common Council, the policy-

making and legislative body for the City of White Plains, held a meeting' The

meeting,s agenda included the nomination of White Plains City Court Judge Brian

Hansbury for an additional judicial term. R-32'

I s03873_4



1. The Sassowers' Account of the Proceedings

Elana and Doris Sassower (the "Sassowers") were present at the May

2,2009, White Plains Common Council meeting. Based on their own alleged

account of the proceedings,3 they both "testif[ied]" during a"crtizens' half-hour

preceding the Common Council meeting." R-99. Elena Sassower prefaced her

comments with a "request to testify under oath as to Judge Hansbury's documented

comrption as a White Plains City Court judge." Id. By her own admission, Elena

Sassower proceeded to "state[] . . . that Judge Hansbury had demonstrated his

comrption by two fraudulent decisions, each unfounded in fact and law . . .

resulting in my being dispossessed from my home of 2l years." R-100. These

comments "recaptf] [sic] for the Mayor and Common Council Judge Hansbury's

misconduct in office." R-101. When Judge Brian Hansbury arrived in the

Common Council chambers while Sassower or her mother was speaking, Sassower

addressed her comments directly to him, demanding that he'Justify his decisions."

R- 102.

In response to Elena Sassower's invective, Councilwoman Rita

Malmud informed Sassower that Common Council rules prohibited personal

3 In addition to the allegations in their Complaint, Plaintiffs provide a detaiied account of
this meeting in a document annexed as Exhibit I and incorporated by reference to the Complaint.
R-30 (Compl. tT 24 (describing the Analysis as "a nine-page paragraph-by-paragraph
deconstruction of the news article . . . prefaced by a six-page 'Introduction"'); R-93-107 (Exhibit
7).



attacks during these sessions. R-101 (describing Malmud's "attempt to distort the

relevance and seriousness of my remarks as to Judge Hansbury's on-the-bench

comrption"). As Sassower's "testimony" continued, City Clerk Anne McPherson

instructed her that she had used her allotted three minutes of speakingttme. Id.

(complaining that "neither Councilwoman Malmud's 'protest' nor Clerk

McPherson's 'reminder' were appropriate. . . . '[T]hree minutes of speaking time'

was plainly inadequate for such serious presentation . . . ."). When Mayor Joseph

Delfino requested that Elena Sassower take her seat, Sassower initially refused to

comply, and instead continued what Plaintiffs deem a "responsive exchange. " R-

99. Eventually, Doris Sassower joined her daughter at the lectem and picked up

where the younger Sassower left off. R-101.

After the Sassowers had resumed their seats, the Common Council

proceeded with its nomination of Judge Hansbury. R-102. In offering an

invocation during the meeting, the Reverend Carol Huston remarked that "White

Plains is a community that cares for its people." Id. Elena Sassower responded by

making a "grunt" and giving her mother "an incredulous look ." Id. (arguing that

"my grunt 'Hummph' . . . did not 'intemrpt[]' what the reverend was saying," and

was nonetheless "not just appropriate, but understated").

Judge Hansbury's nomination was confirmed by a unanimous vote of

the Common Council, and he was sworn in bythe Mayor of White Plains. R-93.



As Judge Hansbury and his wife shook hands with the Council members and the

Mayor, Elena Sassower called out, "a comrpt judge and a comrpt process." R-17.

Judge Hansbury and his wife then left the Common Council chambers. R-104. As

the Sassowers left the chambers, two police officers stopped them and prevented

them from ieaving the building until the Hansburys had departed. Id.

2. The Journal Ir{ews Article

Two days later, on May 6,2009, The Journal ltlews published an

article titled "Hecklers try to derail new city judge" (the "Article"). R-108. The

Article was also published online at the website maintainedby The Journal l{ews,

http://www.lohud.com, under the headline "White Plains woman heckles city

judge during confirmation." R-109. The Article states in its entirety:

A city woman once jailed by Congress for intemrpting a judicial
confirmation took on the Common Council and a city judge this week,
when she talked through Mayor Joseph Delfino's requests to take a

seat, heckled the judge during his confirmation by the council, then
pursued him out of City Hall.

The fireworks began even before Judge Brian Hansbury arrived in the
council chambers Monday when Elena Sassower asked the council to
reject Hansbury's renomination and instead turn him over to
prosecutors for the comrption and conflict of interest she alleges he
demonstrated in his 2007 decision to evict her and her mother from
their Lake Street apartment of 2l years.

Sassower disregarded Councilman Rita Malmud's protest that council
rules do not allow for personal attacks and City Clerk Anne
McPherson's reminder that her three minutes of speaking time were
up. She then handed the microphone to her mother, who continued
with the slings and arrows.



The two eventually returned to their seats, where they carried on the
protest. When Hansbury arrived in the council chambers, Elena
Sassower greeted him by shouting, 'He's a comrpt judge!' prompting
Delfino to steer Hansbury to the council side of a ratl that separates
the council from the audience. During an invocation by the Rev.
Carol Huston, Sassower intemrpted Huston's observation that 'White
Plains is a city that cares for all its people' with a loud 'Hummph!'

The protests were in vain. The council confirmed Hansbury in al-0
vote. He thanked the council and walked from the chambers,
accompanied by his wife and followed by the Sassowers and two
cops.

As the Sassowers stepped up their pursuit, the officers blocked them
from descending a staircase to the first floor until the Hansburys were
out of the building. That prompted another protest.

"I'11 go when I'm good and ready," Doris Sassower told the officers.
"I don't need to be escorted out. This is a public building. I came
here to perform a public service."

City Court clerks yesterday responded to a request for records in the
eviction case by providing a related decision signed by another City
Court judge, Jo Ann Friia, on July 3, 2008.

In it, Friia noted that the eviction proceedings began in 1988 when the
condominium board at 16 Lake St. rejected the Sassowers' application
to buy a unit they were renting from John McFadden. The women
responded to the eviction by suing McFadden, a suit a federal appeals
court dismissed in 1993.

They appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court, which refused to hear the
case. In 2004, Elena Sassower served a six-month sentence for
'disruption of Congress' during the confirmation hearing of Judge
Richard Wesley, a nominee for the federal appeals circuit. Wesley's
connection to her case could not be determined yesterday.

In his chambers yesterday, Hansbury shrugged off the incident with
the Sassowers the night before.

"It would be inappropriate for me to comment on her or her case," he
said.
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R-109.4

B. The Sassowers' Pattern and Practice of Verbal Attacks on the Judiciarv

and Vexatious Litigation

By their own account, the Sassowers have spent the past two decades

on a campaign to expose what their Complaint describes as "the comrption of

public officers and of the processes ofjudicial selection and discipline." R-24.

Over the years, their efforts have involved protracted letter-writing campaigns and

uninvited appearances before local, state and national governing bodies. R-17-18.

In support of this mission, the Sassowers established the Center for

Judicial Accountability, Inc. ("CJA"), a"citizens' group" created in 1993 ' R-22'

According to Plaintiffs, the "patriotic purpose" of the CJA is to "safeguard the

public interest in the integrity of the processes ofjudicial selection" by providing

the public the results of its "investigati[ons] . . . in independentl]r-verifiable

documentary form." Id. (emphasis in original).s

he Sassowers' conduct over the years, ostensibly in support of their

purported mission against public comrption, has caused problems not just for the

unfortunate targets of their crusade, but for themselves as well. On October 18,

o Th" online version of the Article included a feature allowing readers to post their own

comments. R-13. Six comments were posted on the website, four of which reflected

unfavorable reactions. R-g9-90 (compiling comments). Plaintiffs do not and cannot allege that

Respondents authored these statements, and pursuant to Section 230 of the Communications

Decency Act, they could not, in any event, give rise to a claim against The Journal News.

s Although the Sassowers purport to join the CJA in their claim for libel, Plaintiffs' own

claims establish that the Article makes no mention whatsoever of the CJA. R-36.

1503873 4
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1990, following multiple complaints to the Grievance Committee for the Ninth

Judicial District against attorney Doris Sassower, and the resulting initiation of

disciplinary proceedings against her, the Second Department ordered Sassower to

submit to a medical examination to determine whether she was mentally capable of

practicing law. R-21; see also Sassower v. Mangano,927 F. Supp. I 13, 1 15-11

(S.D.N.Y. 1996) (reviewing history of Doris Sassower's professional misconduct

and noting the issuance of three separate disciplinary petitions against her). When

she declined to submit to such an examination, Doris Sassower was suspended

from the practice of law. Id.

On May 22,2003, Elena Sassower was alrested and charged with

"disruption of Congress" after she appeared, uninvited, at the United States Senate

Judiciary Committee's hearing to oppose the confirmation of Judge Richard

Wesley to the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. R-18

(admitting that she "serv[ed] a six-month jail sentence on a trumped-up 'disruption

of Congress' charge"); R-99 (insisting that "my . . . request to testifir in opposition

to Judge Wesley's confirmation based on his documented comrption as a New

York Court of Appeals judge . . . intemrpted nothing"); R-167-191 (Transcript of

sentencing hearing on June 28,2004 before Judge Brian Holeman of the Superior

Court of the District of Columbia, sentencing Sassower to six months

incarceration).

11



In addition, the Sassowers have a long history of relentlessly pursuing

frivolous lawsuits that have been dismissed as without merit. They have

collectively and individually been sanctioned for their vexatious litigation tactics

as well as enjoined from bringing further actions related to repeatedly dismissed

claims. See Sassower v. Comm'n on Judicial Conduct of the State,289 A.D.2d

119,734 N.Y.S.2d 68,69 (1st Dep't 2001) ("The imposition of a hling injunction

against both petitioner [Elena Sassower] and the Center for Judicial Accountability

was justified given petitioner's vitrioli c ad hominem attacks on the participants in

this case, her voluminous correspondence, motion papers and recusal motions in

this litigation and her frivolous requests for criminal sanctions."); Wolstencroft v.

Sassower,234 A.D.2d 540, 540,651 N.Y.S .2d 609,609-10 (2d Dep't 1996)

(affirming an order sanctioning Doris Sassower in the amount of $10,250 and

directing that $100,000 of settlement monies be returned to plaintiff); Sassower v.

Fie\d,973F.2d75,77-78 (2dCir.1992) (affirming imposition of sanctions against

both Elena and Doris Sassower for engaging in an "extraordinary pattern of

vexatious litigating tactics" and pursuing the litigation "as if it was a hoiy war and

not a court proceeding"); see also Sassower v. Signorelli,99 A.D.2d 358, 359, 472

N.Y.S.2d 702,704 (2d Dep't 1984).

What this litany of litigation also reveals is that it is standard procedure for

the Sassowers to seek recusal of any judge they encounter. See, e.9., R-203-206

1503873 4
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(Sassower v. The New York Times Co., No. 05-19841 (Sup. Ct. West. Co. Sept. 27,

2006) ("sassower y. I{YT II') at 2 (denying Appellant's motion for recusal in

which she accused Judge Nicolai of "engagfing] in an on-going retaliatory vendetta

against [them] due to their crusade against judicial comrption" and noting lhat "at

least nine of the Supreme Court or Acting Supreme Court Judges in this courthouse

had issued standing recusal orders recusing themselves from any action involving

the plaintiffs"), a,ff'd,852 N.Y.S.2d 180 (2d Dep't 2008); Sassower v. Field,973

F.2d75,78 (2d Cir. 1992) (the Second Circuit quoting the district court's summary

of plaintiffs' abusive litigation tactics in a case in which George, Doris, and Elena

Sassower were all plaintiffs, noting "[t]hey made several unsupported bias recusal

motions based upon this court's unwilling involvement in some of the earlier

proceedings initiated by George Sassower"). Notably, tn Sassower v. Comm'n on

Judiciql Conduct of the State, slip op. 108551/99 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Co. Jan. 31,

2000), the Honorable William A. Wetzel was confronted with a situation strikingly

similar to the one faced by the trial court in this action. As Justice Wetzel

explained:

The proceeding has been marked by petitioner's deluge of
applications seeking recusal of each of the various assigned judges.

For the most part, these applications have been based upon the
petitioner's categorical allegation that this action somehow implicates
the Governor, and therefore all judges who are subject to
reappointment by the Governor are ipso facto disqualified. Petitioner
further asserts a potpourri of grounds for recusal, and then

particularizes its application as to this court in a letter and attachments

I 503873_4
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dated December 2, lgg9, which contain specific allegations of
impropriety.

It is noteworthy that this court finds itself in wide company as a target

of allegations by this petitioner. These papers are replete with

accusations against virtually the entire judiciary, the Attorney

General, the Governor, and the respondent. Petitioner cannot however

bootstrap a conflict where none exists merely by making accusations

against a court.

p.-768-773 (Sassow er v. Comm'n on Judicial Conduct of the State, supra, at 2-4),

off'd.,289 A.D.2d 119,734 N.Y.S.2d 68 (1st Dep't 2001).

It is not only judges who are targeted by the Sassowers. Too often they have

disparaged the professional conduct of their adversaries. See Sassower v. Field,

g73 F.zd,75,78 (2d Cir. 1992) ("There were continual personal attacks on the

opposing parties and counsel."); Sassower v. I'{ew York Times Co.,48 A.D.3d 440,

441 (2d Dep't 2008) (affirming dismissal of Appellant's motion for the

disqualification of the trial court judge and for sanctions against the Times's

counsel); McFadden v. Sassower, 900 N.Y.S.2d 585, 589 (App. Term 2010)

(affirming dismissal of Appellant's motion for imposition of costs and sanctions

against opposing party and his attorney, as well as the disciplinary referral of the

attorney); Sassower v.Comm'n on Judicial Conduct of the State,289 A.D.zd at ll9

(imposing a filing injunction against Appellant due to her "vitriotic ad hominem

attacks on the participants in this case, her voluminous coffespondence, motion

papers and recusal motions in this litigation and her frivolous requests for criminal
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sanctions"); Sassower v. City of White Plains,992 F. Supp. 652, 656 (S.D.N.Y.

1998) (declining to grant plaintiff Doris Sassower's request for Rule 11 sanctions

against the defendants); Ward-Carpenter Engineers, Inc. v. Sqssower, 163 A.D.2d

304, 305 (2d Dep't 1990) (declining to grant defendant Doris Sassower's request

for sanctions against the plaintiff).

C. The Sassowers Target Justice Cohalan and Respondents' Counsel

The Sassowers have continued their long-standing practice of targeting

judges and their adversaries in this litigation. In response to the trial court's

dismissal of Plaintiffs' claims against Respondents, Appellant filed a motion

seeking both the recusal of the trial court judge, the Honorable Peter Fox Cohalan,

as well as $10,000 in sanctions against Satterlee Stephens Burke & Burke LLP

("Satterlee") and against its associate, Meghan Sullivan, Esq. ("Ms. Sullivan"),

personally.

Among the personal attacks on Justice Cohalan leveled by Appellant in

support of that motion are the following:

o Claiming that Justice Cohalan's order dismissing Plaintiffs' complaint
"brazenly disregards and distorts controlling legal standards" and

"flagrantly falsifies the factual evidentiary record before the Court." R-
590.

o Claiming that Justice Cohalan committed "fraud" in striking out a
reference to oral argument in the preamble to his order dismissing
Plaintiffs' complaint. R-644 -645.

15038'.73 4
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Accusing Justice Cohalan of "materially misrepresenting and falsifying"
the complaint in this action and "concealing" various allegations. R-648-
6s0.

Charging that Justice Cohalan was guilty of a "falsehood" in stating in
his order granting Defendants' motion to dismiss that the Defendants'
motion was unopposed by D. L. Sassower and the Center for Judicial
Accountability because Mr. DeFilice did not sign the opposition papers.

R650-651.

Accusing Justice Cohalan of being "altogether deceitful" in his
application of CPLR $ 321 1(a)(7). R-65 1 .

Claiming "deceit" on the part of Justice Cohalan for dismissing
Plaintiffs' putative claim for' J ournalistic fraud" andl or "institutional
reckless disregard for the truth." R-660-661.

Of course, conspicuously absent from this litany of personal attacks is a single

relevant fact or issue of law that Appellant has a reasonable or objective basis to

believe that Justice Cohalan actually "disregarded" or "concealed." Indeed, aside

from these allegations of purported fraud and deceit by Judge Cohalan in his

application of the law to the facts alleged by Plaintiffs, Appellant failed to identify

any objective basis for disqualification. Instead, Appellant argued that Judge

Cohalan was biased and interested in this action based on nothing more than (a)

Plaintiff s prior efforts at recusal and sanctions against other judges with whom

Judge Cohalan may have professional relationships, and (b) the fact that Appellant

has generally opposed judicialpay raises. R-592-595.

Appellant has similarly engaged in personal attacks against Satterlee and

Ms. Sullivan in seeking sanctions against Satterlee for the filing of Respondents'
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motion to dismiss and against Ms. Sullivan personally for her advocacy in support

of that motion. In her opposition to Respondents' motion to dismiss, Appellant

repeatedly claimed that the Respondents' motion was "frivolous," a "fraud on the

court," afid"adeceit." R-244-255. Appellant also accused Ms. Sullivan of

"mafking] a false statement of fact or law," "offer[ing] or us[ing] evidence that the

lawyer knows to be false," and "engag[ing] in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud,

deceit or misrepresentation." Id. After Justice Cohalan granted Respondents'

motion in its entirety, noting that Satterlee's submissions on that motion were

"well within the bounds of legitimate advocacy," R-8, Appellant again moved for

sanctions against Satterlee and Ms. Sullivan, alleging that Ms. Sullivan committed

fraud during her oral argument in support of Respondents' motion. The primary

basis of Appellant's accusation that Ms. Sullivan's oral advocacy constituted a

fraud upon the Court was Ms. Sullivan's argument that New York law does not

make a distinction between news articles and editorial articles with regard to the

availability of the opinion defense, R-596; Appellant's Br. at 51, an argument that

is entirely supported by the case law.

SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS AND DECISIONS BELOW

On October 4,2A10, Plaintiffs filed a complaint against Respondents, as

well as DOES 1-10 and Keith Eddings, that purports to assert causes of action for

libel, hbe! per se, and'Journalistic fraud" (the "Complaint"). R-1, R-33-48.
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Respondents flled a motion to dismiss the Complaint in its entirety on October 22,

2010 ("Respondents' Motion"). R-163. In response, Appellant both opposed

Respondents' Motion and asserted a cross-motion for an order: (i) imposing

sanctions against Satterlee pursuant to NYCRR $ 130-1.1; (ii) referring Satterlee to

disciplinary authorities for its advocacy in support of Respondents' Motion; (iii)

granting a default judgment against DOES 1-10 ; (iv) extending Plaintiffs' time to

serve defendant Keith Eddings; and (v) giving notice that Justice Cohalan would

treatthe Respondents' Motion as one for summary judgment. R-241-243. In an

order dated September 22,2011, Justice Cohalan granted Respondents' Motion in

its entirety and denied Appellant's cross-motion in its entirety (the "September 22

Order"). R-3-8.

On Decemb er 21, 2011, Appellant filed a motion seeking an order: (i)

disqualifying Justice Cohalan from this proceeding; (ii) granting reargument and

renewal, pursuant to CPLR 5 2221, of the September 22 Otdet; (iii) vacating the

September 22 Order, pursuant to CPLR $ 5015(a)(3), on the grounds of fraud; (iv)

vacating the September 22 Order, pursuant to CPLR $ 5015(aXa), for lack of

jurisdiction; (v) sanctioning Satterlee and Ms. Sullivan, pursuant to NYCRR $ 130-

1.1; and (vi) granting Appellant's leave to amend her dismissed Complaint. R-

586-587. In an order dated April 23,2012 (the "April 23 Ordet"), Justice Cohalan

denied Appellant's motion in its entirety. R-11.
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ARGUMENT

POTNT I

THB LIBEL CLAIMS WERE CORRECTLY DISMISSED

A. Appellant's Own Submissions Establish the Article is Substantially
True

Appellant's claim that the Article defamed her is fatally flawed

because the Complaint itself establishes that the factual "gist or sting" of the

Article is substantially true. As the Complaint alleges, on June 14,2009, Plaintiffs

sent a "nine page paragraph-by-paragraph deconstruction of the news article" to

The Journal News, which provides Plaintiffs' own account of their conduct during

the May 4,2009 Common Council meeting. R-14-15 ( l.[l] 23-24). This document,

attached and incorporated into their Complaint, expressly corroborates the

Article's description in all material respects. R-93- 107 .6

Under New York law, it is well-settled that "truth is an absolute,

unqualified defense to a civil defamation action." Commonwealth Motor Parts

Ltd. v. Bank of Nova Scotia,44 A.D.2d375,378,355 N.Y.S.2d 138, 141 (1st

Dep't lg74).It is an equally fundamental concept that "'substantial truth' suffices

6 It remains unclear from the Appellant's Brief, much less the hundreds of pages

comprising the Complaint and the exhibits thereto, exactly what statements in the Article
Appellant contends are actionable. As a result, the Plaintiffs have failed to comply with CPLR
3016(a) requiring that, in defamation actions, "the particular words complained of shall be set

forth in the complaint." See also Hausch v. Clarke, 298 A.D.2d 429, 748 N.Y.S.2d 264 (2d

Dep't 2002) (holding that it was insufficient under CPLR 3016(a) to attach the entirety of the
accused article). The Septemb er 22 Order should be affirmed for this reason as well.
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to defeat a charge of libel." /d. (quoti ng Fairley v. Peekskill star corp., 83 A.D.2d

2g4,2g1,445 N.Y.S.2d 1 56,15g (2d Dep't 19S1)); see also carter v. visconti' 233

A.D.2d 473,474,650 N.Y.S .2d32,33 (zdDep't 1996) ("Even if a publication is

not literally or technically true in all respects, the absolute defense applies as long

as the publication is substantially true."), leave to appeal denied' 89 N'Y'2d 811'

657 N.y.s .2d 403,679 N.E.2 d 642 (lgg7). A statement is substantially true if the

statement wourd not,.have a different effect on the mind of the reader from that

which the pleaded truth would have produced ." Love v' Wlliam Morrow & Co''

Inc.,l93 A.D.2d 586, 588, 597 N.Y.S .2d 424,426 (zdDep't 1993) (quoting

Fleckenstein v. Friedman,266 N.Y. 19,23, 193 N.E. 537 (l%$; id' (" A

comparison of the disputed language . . . with the plaintiff s own words ' ' '

demonstrates the 'substantial truth' of [defendant's] words, rather than their

falsity.").

Therefore, "it is not necessary to demonstrate complete accuracy to

defeat a charge of libel. It is only necessary that the gist or substance of the

challenged statements be true." Printers II, Inc' v' Prof'ls Publ'g' Inc"'784F '2d

l4l, 146(2d Cir. 19g6) (rejecting libel claim based on publication alleged to be

.,misleading in substance because they impliedly represent that [plaintiff] was

neglecting to pay a debt," when monies had not yet come due); see also Croton

Watch Co. v, Nat'l Jeweler Magazine, \nc.,2006WL2254818, at *5 (S'D'N'Y'
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Aug.7,2006);Korkalav.W.W.l{orton&Co.,618F.S,,pp'1.52,155(S.D.N.Y.

1985);Sharonv'Time'Inc''609F'Supp'1291'1294(S'D'N'Y'1984)'

Aside-by-sidecomparisonofthestatementsaboutPlaintiffsintheArticle

with the Plaintiffs' own description of the common council meeting definitively

demonstrates the substantial truth of the Article:7

Allegedl:r Dqfamalory
Statemqnt :

*Hecklers try to derail new

city judge"; "White Plains

*o*u, heckles citY judge

during confltrmation"

"A city woman [Elena
Sassowerl once jailed bY

Congress for intemrPting a

3uOiJiAconfirmation' ' ' '"

". . . [Plaintiff E'lena

Sassower] talked through

Mayor JosePh Delfino's
requests to take a seat ' ' '"

lAgain,tobeclear,inaddressingeachofthese..statementsinthiscaosuleanalysisof

"substantial truth" Respondent'u.'" ur'i5#11il"*":::i{:tf.*"*t;-,:S ffit:ffitJ:;i
;:13IHt*JillT;:TI"Tl:?!H:1"il#lx'";Fidzii"iun*,uvtrue)statementthat
Elena Sassower *u, orr"* jailed fo, iri"*pting Congr""' ih" siatements are by no means

defamatorY.

iower "recaPt[]
During the meeting, (i) Efena Sass

[slc] for the Mayo;;;d Common Council Judge

Hansbury', *i,toniuct in office" (R-101); (ii) a

.o""tif member stated that Sassower was

making improper personal attacks on Judge

il;fit (,a.it1iii; sassower directed her

.o**.nis directly to Judge Hansbury'

O.*rrJi"g that trl'iustify his decisions" (R-

;d;;;;J[lu; rt""aSassower called out "he is a

t"*ipijrrdge" as she and her mother left the

;;.iir; roo- (R-32-33 (fl 34))'

Elena Sassower*ut to#cted of "disruption of
"d;;;t*' 

' \n 2004 arising from her conduct at a

U.S. Senate hearing on the nomination of

Richard w"rrtv ioihe U'S' C91rt of Appeals for

;J;J circuit' see R-98; R-18 (''[f 3(c)); see

also F.-161 -l9l '
At "Mayor Joseph Delfino's request to take a

seat . . . I sat d;; - and' to th.t extent such was

not instantaneous, my respons^1ve exchange with

the Mayot p.t;;;l;'issues of. legitimate pubiic

concern - *hi;k;;hould have been reported ' ' '

I 503873_4
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Alleeedlv Defamatory
Statement '

". . . Elena Sassower asked the

council to reject Hansbury's
renomination and instead turn
him over to prosecutors for
the comrption and conflict of
interest. . .."
"...[Judge Hansbury's] 2007

decision to evict her and her
mother from their Lake Street

apartment of 21 years."

"Sassower disregarded
Councilman Rita Malmud' s

protest that council rules do

not allow for Personal attacks

and City Clerk Anne
McPherson' s reminder that
her three minutes of sPeaking

time were up."

"When Hansbury arrived in
the council chambers, Elena
Sassower greeted him bY

shouting 'He's a comrPt
judge!'...;'

"sassower intemrPted
Huston's observation that
'White Plains is a city that
cares for all its people' with a

loud'Hummph!"'

." (R-99).
Plaintiffs' submissions to the Common Council

repeatedly ask the MaYor and the

Councilmembers to "refet fJudge Hansbury] for

disciplinary and criminal investigation and

prosecution" for his "on-the-bench comrption."
(R-1i3; R-118; R-124; R-127).
"[T]wo fraudulent judicial decisions rendered by

incumbent White Plains City Court Judge

Hansbury in landlord-tenant proceedings,

ultimately resultfed] in [Elena Sassower's]

wrongfui eviction from her White Plains co-op

apartment, her home fot 2l years." (R-96-97')

"Rita Malmud is a councilwoman, not a

councilman. . . . I was not engaged in 'personal

attacks'...I was recapting [sic] ... Judge

Hansbury's misconduct in office.... fN]either
Councilwoman Malmud's 'protest' nor Clerk
McPherson's 'reminder' were appropriate. . . .

'[T]hree minutes of speaking time' was plainly
inadequate for such serious presentation . . . ."

(R-ee.)
"Judge Hansbury arrived in the council chamber

. . . when either I or my mother was still at the

lectern. My words ... were 'There's Judge

Hansbury. Let him justifY his

decisions.'. . . [U]pon approaching the doorway

[to exit, I] spoke the words... 'He's a comrpt
judge'. That, however, was not the end of what

I said. I continued with the further words 'and

the process is comrpt."' (R-102-103).

"[M]y grunt 'Hummph', ... did not 'intemrpt[]'
what the reverend was saying. Indeed...a
'Hummph' would have seemed not just

appropriate, but understated." (R-102).
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Allegedly Defamatory
Statement
"As the Sassowers stePPed uP

their pursuit, the officers
blocked them from
descending a staircase to the

first floor until the Hansburys

were out of the building."
"The fSassowers] resPonded

to the eviction bY suing

McFadden, a suit a federal

appeals court dismissed in
1993;',

Plaintiffs' Own Descriptions

"That 'two cops' followed us and 'blocked' us

from leaving until the Hansburys were out of the

building - according to Mr. E'ddings - does not

mean that we were either pursuing them or

stepping up our pursuit of them'" (R-104)'

"Judge Friia's July 3, 2008 decision ' ' ' does

[notftay we had 'responded to the eviction by

r"i"g McFadden'. Nor would it as we had never

,r"d M.Fadden, who was our co-plaintiff ' ' ' '
As for the federal appeals court decision in the

case, it was not in l993,but in 1992 " "" (R-

105-106).

plaintiffs, own admissions make crear that the Articre offers a substantially

true account of the Sassower's conduct during the May 4,2009 Common Council

meeting.

Notably, the "videotape" of the Common Council meeting' repeatedly

referenced in Plaintiffs' Complaint and in Appellant's Brief' only provides

additionar confirmation of the substantial truth of the Article. while the videotape

does not include footage of all of the events described in the Article - those that

occurred during lhe "citizens' half hour" preceding Judge Hansbury's conftrmation

are omitted - the events that the DVD does show clearly corroborate the Article's

account of what happened while the cameras were rolling. See R-258 (copy of

White plains Cable television access videotape). Specifically, the video clearly

shows Ms. Sassower's audible reaction during the Reverend carol Huston's

23
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invocation, and rrnmistakably confirms that either Ms. SassolYer or her mother

called out "a comrpt judge and a comrpt process" as Judge Hansbury and his wife

were leaving the Meeting. Id.

Indeed, the only purported factual inaccuracies Plaintiffs appear to allege

concern the exact timing of Elena Sassower's outburst that Judge Hansbury was "a

comrpt judge" and the procedural posture of a convoluted lawsuit that ultimately

resulted in the Sassowers' removal from their home. Such minor inaccuracies do

not amount to falsity as a matter of law. See Masson v. New Yorker Magazine,

Inc.,5Al U.S. 496 (1991) ("Minor inaccuracies do not amount to falsity so long as

the substance, the gist, the sting, of the libelous charge be justified.") (internal

quotations omitted); R-192-202 (Sassower v. The New York Times Co., No. 05-

19841 (Sup. Ct. West. Co. Jul. 6, 2006) ("sassower v. NYT I') at 8 ("The only

factual inaccuracy plaintiffs have identified is that the article reported that

Sassower had been arrested for disorderly conduct when in fact the charge was

disruption of Congress. Such a minor discrepancy does not amount to falsity as a

matter"of law.")).

B. Certain of the Article's Statements Oualify as Protected Opinion

Having effectively acknowledged that the sum and substance of the

Article is accurate, Appellant appears to take issue with the Article's

characterizations of the Sassowers as "hecklers," who "pursued" a city judge, and
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whose comments were described as "slings and arrows" and as creating

,,firework s." see, e.g., Lppellants' Br. at 12,lg' Because none of these figurative

statements could even remotery be interpreted as stating facts about the Sassowers,

any objections to this language cannot state a claim for libel as a matter of law'

It is well-settled that only statements that can be reasonably

interpreted as stating or implying facts about the plaintiff that are objectively

proveable as true or false are actionable. see, e'g', Gross v' New York Times co''

82 N.Y.2 d t46,603 N.Y.S.2d 8 13,623N'E"2d 1163 (1993) (because "falsity is a

necessary element of a defamation cause of action and only'facts' are capable of

being proven false, 'it follows that only statements alleging facts can properly be

the subject of a defamation action"') (quo lrng 600 west I l5'h st' corp' v' von

Gutfeld,80 N.Y.2d 130, 139, 589 N.Y.S.2d 825, 603 N.E.2d 930 (1992)).

Accordingly, "[i]t is a settled rule that expressions of opinion 'false or not' libelous

or not, are constitutionally protected and may not be the subject of private damage

actions.,,, Steinhilber v. Alphonse,68N.Y.2d 283,286,501 N.E.2d 550, 508

N.Y.S.2d 901 (1986).8

einNewYork,wheretheStateConstitutionprovidesbroader

protection for opinions than does the Federal Constitutio n, Ansorian y. Zimmerman,2l5 A,D,2d

614,614,627 N.Y.i.ra ioo (2d Dep't iqgil ("Expressions of pure opinion are afforded greater

protection under trr" N"* yoit< state corrrtit"ti"r, ihu, under trre peaeial constitution'"); celle v'

Filipino Reporter'Enters., tnc., zoq i.id 163, 178 (2d Cir' 2000) ("Unlike the Federal

Constitution, the N"* yort Constitutio,' p'o"iatt for absolute protection of opinions'")'
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"The question fof whether a statement constitutes fact or opinion] is

one of law for the court and one which must be answered on the basis of what the

average person hearing or reading the communication would take it to mean." Id.

at290. In making this determination, the court must consider:

(1) an assessment of whether the specific language in issue has a

precise meaning which is readily understood or whether it is indefinite
and ambiguous; (2) a determination of whether the statement is

capable of being objectively charucterized as true or false; (3) an

examination of the full context of the communication in which the

statement appears; and (4) a consideration of the broader social
context or setting surrounding the communication including the

existence of any applicable customs or conventions which might
'signal to readers or listeners that what is being read or heard is likely
to be opinion, not fact.'

Id.; see also Mann v. Abel, 10 N.Y.3d 27 I,216 (2008). This analysis must be

conducted by "considerfing] the content of the communication as a whole," Brian

v. Richardson, ST N.Y.2d 46,51,637 N.Y.S.2d 347 (1995), rather than "isolating

challenged speech" and subjecting it to "hypertechnical parsing." Immuno AG v.

Moor-Janowski,77 N.Y.2 d 235, 255, 256, 566 N.Y.S.2d 906 (1991).

As Justice Cohalan's September 22 Order correctly concludes (R-6-

7),the allegedly defamatory phrases Plaintiffs identify simply do not constitute

statements of fact under the four factor analysis applied. The Article's

characterizations of the Sassowers as "hecklers" who "took on the Common

Council" with "slings and arrows" is not language with "a precise meaning which

is readily understood," but rather, as Justice Cohalan held, "indefinite and
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ambiguous language" (R-6). Indeed, the purportedly objectionable words used in

the Article were at most "hyperbole" (R-6), prime examples of the kind of

"figurative and hyperbolic language" that is constitutionally protected under both

New York and federal law. See Mr. Chow of I'{ew York v. Ste. Jour Azur 5.A.,759

F .2d 2lg , 223 (2d, Cir. 1 98 5); see also Greenbelt Cooperative Publ. Ass 'n v.

Bresler,398 U.S. 6, 14 (1970) (rejecting plaintiff s defamation claim based on

newspaper reporting that he had "blackmail[ed]" the city, noting that "even the

most careless reader must have perceived that the word was no more than

rhetorical hyperbole, a vigorous epithet used by those who considered fplaintiff s]

negotiating position extremely unreasonable"); Fleiss v. Wiswell,2005 WL

3310014 (2d Cir. Dec. 7,2005) (statement that book was based on "lies and

diatribe" protected opinion); Lukashok v. Concerned Residents, 160 A.D.2d 685,

554 N.Y.S .2d39,40 (zdDep't 1990) (statements that plaintiff has "chosen the

malicious method of personal lawsuits to intimidate members ... [and] has resorted

to ... terrorism by suing every member" constituted a nonactionable statement of

opinion); The Renco Group, Inc. v. Workers World Party, Inc., 13 Misc. 3d

1213(A), 824 N.Y.S .2d758 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Co. 2006) (dismissing libel claim based

on publication of article that accused companies of "robbing" pension funds,

noting "statements couched in loose, figurative or hyperbolic language in charged

circumstances have been held to be rhetorical hyperbole and therefore

1 503873_4
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nonactionable opinion"). As at least one court has noted, "to deny to the press the

right to use hyperbole . . . would condemn the press to an arid desiccated recital of

bare facts.,, Time, Inc. v. Johnston, 488 F.2d378,384 (4th cir' 1971)'

contrary to Plaintiffs' contentions below, the opinion defense is indisputably

available in the context of news articles; comments included therein that are

inherently opinion or qualify as vigorous epithets are simply not actionable' See

Mann v. Abel,10 N.Y.3d 271,217,885 N.E'2d 884, 886 (2008) (holding that news

article describing praintiff as ..political hatchet Mann" and "one of the biggest

powers behind the throne" in the local town government' who "pulls the strings"

and might be ,,leading the Town . . to destruction" constituted non-actionable

expressions of opinion); Palmieri v. Thomas,29 A'D'3d 658,659' 814 N'Y'S'2d

117,718 (2d Dep't 2006) (affirming dismissal of defamation complaint against

newspaper publisher because "[t]he complained-of statements appearing in the

news article were either absolutely privileged . . or consisted of non-actionable

opinion,') ; wite v. Berkshire-Hathaway, Inc.. 10 Misc ' 3d254,255' 802 N'Y'S'2d

910, gl2 (Srp. ct. Erie co. 2005) (holding that news article headline

,.IJnscrupul0us operation gouges nursing home" is not defamatory as a matter of

law).

Notably, this is not the first time the Sassowers have tried to mischaractertze

constitutionally protected opinions as actionable defamation' In sassower v' The

28
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Iltew york Times Co., Elena Sassower claimed that a Novemb et 7 , 2004 ]{ew York

Times article reporting her incarceration for disruption of congress was

defamatory based on its references to her as a "gadfly," "something of a handful,"

with a "relentless" and "exhausting" conversational style of "launch[ing] into

polite but fulminating assaults" in debating legal issues, and its description that she

,,specializes in frontal assaults" against judicial nominees . R-192-202 (Sassower v.

^lyT 
I at 5-7). The courl roundly rejected Sassower's arguments and dismissed the

claims in their entirety, noting that "[c]ontrary to plaintiffs contentions, the

challenged statements are not reasonably susceptible of a defamatory meaning, and

were, in any event merely rhetorical hyperbole constituting pure opinion. They are

therefore constitutionally protected ." Id. at 8. The same rationale applies here.

C. Anv Allesed False Statements of Fact Are Not Defamatorv'

Even assuming arguendo that any of the Article's purportedly

objectionable descriptions could reasonably be understood as conveying facts

rather than opinions, Plaintiffs fatl far short of explaining how these statements

possibly could be considered defamatory.e

n It i. certainly hard to discern what statements in the Article could be construed as

defamatory on its fa"e, i."., Itbel per se. See Ava. v NYP Holdings, Inc',64 A'D'3d 407 ' 412 (lst

Dep,t Z0O:, ("Libel is broken down into two discrete forms-libel per se, where the defamatory

statement appears on the face of the communication, and libel per quod, where no defamatory

statement is present on the face of the communication but a defamatory import arises through

reference to facts extrinsic to the communication.") The Complaint suggests Appelfant i1

harmed in her business or profession by reason of the Article, and therefore the challenged

statements constitute libel pir se, see R-40, but Appellant can offer no cogent explanation as to

1503873 4
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It is axiomatic that a writing is defamatory if it tends to expose a

person to hatred, contempt or aversion, or to induce an evil or unsavory opinion of

him in the minds of a substantial number of the community' See' e'g'' Mencher v'

Chesley,297 N.Y. 94, 100 (|g41). Whether particular words are defamatory is a

threshold question that must be resolved by the court in the first instance'

Gjonlekajv.sot,,3OgA.D.2d4il,4iz(2dDep't2003)."Ulfnotreasonably

susceptible of a defamatory meaning, they are not actionable and cannot be made

so by a strained or artificial construction'" Aronson v' wiersma' 65 N'Y'2d 592'

594 (N.Y. 1985) (affirming dismissal of letter expressing dissatisfaction with

plaintiff s job Performance)'

A statement implying that an individual was rude (e.g,, ..intemlpting,,

an invocation at a community government meeting with a "Hummph" - a "humph"

which the complaint acknowledges Appellant uttered' or the statements in the

Article relating to the Sassowers, past litigation over their acknowledged eviction

simply do not qualify as "defamatory" under the standards established by the New

spoken1yprotestingconfirmationofajudgewhomshe

regards as comrpt ;'";.h":;;';i"'d;;i;#"g.*XX1,X;[:Jfrffi"try;:i"#;;i#:"#:
;,:,r,ixr:",H'":,:::i:i"ffi#;irH;"frJ;'#,\ilri" nr!i,i,'n assert both ribel andt'lbet per

se causes of action, although cases_ ^* 
;;;;form in^their approach to this distinction' see

Matherson v. Marciello, 100 A.D.2d ,it-fiUr"nl 1984), ii; 'iui"m"nt 
is not defamatory on its

face, then a plaintiff generally-ml* *:li ,f.auiau*ages with particularity' Hahn v' Konstanty'

z5j A.D.zd 'igg,68iN.y.s .zd3g1:d nep't t999).; t::^:i" s)rratore v' Am Port servs'' Inc''

Zg3 A.D.zd 464, 465,73.N.Y.S.2d.4 siizar#i 2OO2;: e's qe trial court correctlv noted'

plaintiffs did not plead any special Au-ug"'' R:l Regardless' here' there is simply nothing

libelous - be tt percn o' pn' qiod - about the Article'

30
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Yorkcourts.Indeed,theonlycommentintheArticlethatcouldreasonablybe

construed as casting plaintiffs in a negative light is the reference to Elena

Sassower,s incarceration for disruption of congress - an observation that is

indisputably true' R-l8' R-99' R-167-191'

New york courts have consistently declined to extend the scope of

defamation beyond its well_established boundarie s. see, e.g.' cutrer v' Ensage'

Inc.,g56N.y.s.2d 23 (Table), at *g (Nov. 30, 2007) (statement that plaintiff "was

terminated for violating the company's vacation policy'' was not defamatory);

Clementev.Impastato,274A.D.2d77|,774,711N.Y.S.2d,7|,74(3dDep,t2000)

(statement that engineer harassed landowner and trespassed on her property was

notdefamatory);Apontev,CosmopolitanEmp,tAgency,226^.D.2d299,642

N.Y.S.2d862,863(1stDep,t1996)(..[A]lthoughfactualinnatureratherthan

opinion,,, statements that plaintiff verbally harassed the police and interfered with

their raid were "not defamatory as a matter of law'"); cf' wecht v' PG Pub' co''

353Pa.Super.4g3,498,510A.2d769,772(1986)(cartooncharactertzing

plaintiff aS 
..vocal, abusive, and quarrelsome,, was not defamatory); Gallagher v,

Connell,|23Ca|.App.4th.1260,l27o,20Ca|.Rptr.3d673,681(Cal.Ct.App.

0044)(statement that plaintiff was "extremely rude" was not defamatory because it

was protected opinion, not a factual assertion)' Here' Appellant does not and

cannot explain how any alleged1y factual statements in the Article could have

I 503873_4
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exposed them to hatred, contempt or aversion. Because these statements do not

constitute defamation, the claims were properly dismissed.l0

POINT TI

..JOURNALISTIC FRAUD" IS NOT A COGNIZABLE LEGAL CLAIM

Re-treading familiar ground, Appellant attempts to supplement Plaintiffs'

legally deficient libel claims with a claim for 'Journalistic fraud," a non-existent

cause of action never recognized in New York or in any other state' As Justice

Cohalan noted in correctly dismissing this non-existent cause of action, the court

was ,1nable to find a single jurisdiction that recognizes a cause of action for

journalistic fraud." F.-7; see a/so R-192-2OZ (Sassower v. NYT I at 9 (rejecting the

Sassowers, invitation to create the identical 'Journalistic fraud" claim and noting

that ,'no jurisdiction has embraced such cause of action."). Furthermore, to the

extent Appellant is asking this Court to recogntze het made-up cause of action, she

has not identified any justification sufficient to overcome the strong presumption

10 To th" extent the Appellant asserts the reader comments posted online in response to

the Article purports to state a-basis for Plaintiffs' claims (see App. Br' at 18), this effort is

unavailing. Section 230 ofthe Communications Decency Act provides a statutory protection for

providerif interactive computer services, such as the reader comment forum included with the

i.ti"l., and explicitly providies that no such provider "shall be treated as the publisher or speaker

of any info.rnution provided by another information content provider." 47 U.S'C' $ 230(cX1)'

The statute also provides that "[n]o cause of action may be brought and liability may be imposed

under any State or local tuw lttat is inconsistent with this section'" 47 U'S.C. $ 230(eX3)'

Because Appeilant does not, and cannot, allege that Respondents wrote any of the reader-

submitted comments identified in the complaint, Respondents cannot be held liable for an1'

claim for libel based on these comments. See, e.g., Gibson v. Craigslist, Inc., 2009 \\L
1704355,at x4 (S.D.N.Y. Jun. 15,2009); Novakv. overture services, \nc.,309 F. Supp' 2d446'

4s2 (E.D.N.Y. 2004).
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against the creation of a new legal remedy. See Albata v' City of New York' 54

N.y.2d 269, Z7 4-i 5 (1981) (declining to create a new remedy for injuries suffered

by a child during gestation because "it is this court's duty to consider the

consequences of recognizing a novel cause of action and to strike the delicate

balance between the competing policy considerations which arise whenever tort

liability is sought to be extended beyond traditional bounds"); Drago v'

Buonagurio,46N.Y.2d 778,779-80 (1978) (reversing order of Appellate Division

recognizing new cause of action and urging 'Judicial restraint in response to

invitations to recognize what is conceded to be perhaps a 'new, novel or nameless'

cause of action").

ultimately, it appears Appellant',s purported grievance with The Journal

News,which plaintiffs attempt to turn actionable through this fictional claim, is

with its alleged "covering up the process ofjudicial selections and discipline ,"

Appellant's Br. at9, andits efforts to allegedly "deprive the public of countless

opportunities to secure the good-government reforms that plaintiffs' dedicated

advocacy consistently put within its grasp," id. at24. Specifically, Plaintiffs'

Complaint objects that the Article "purposefully concealed" and "failed to report

on the issue of legitimate public concern . . . the comrption of the judicial

appointments process to White Plains City Court ." R-26; see also R-28-29

(alleging that the Article "needed to be retracted, with a story written about the

JJ
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issues of legitimate public concern it had purposefully concealed: the judicial

appointments process...and the case file evidence establishing Judge Hansbury's

on-the-bench comrption"); R-94 ("The only thing that readers need to know ... is

what I stated at the hearing - (1) that I have direct, first-hand knowledge of Judge

Hansbury's com;ption on the bench . . . .").

In essence, the Sassowers evidently believe the Respondents committed

'Journalistic fraud" because they would not permit Plaintiffs to dictate the

substance of their news coverage or editorial opinions. This grievance is clearly

insufficient to justify upsetting the "delicate balance" of established tort law by

creating a new cause of action. Albala,54 N.Y.2dat75. Furthermore, of course,

the First Amendment plainly protects Respondents editorial and content decisions.

Miami Herald Pub. Co. v. Tornillo,4lS U.S. 241 ,258 (1914) ("the choice of

material to go into a newspaper, and the decisions made as to limitations on the . . .

content of the paper, and treatment of public issues whether fair or unfair -

constiiute the exercise of editorial control and judgment."); Holy Spirit Ass'n v.

New York Times Co.,49 NY2d 63,68 (1979) ("[A] newspaper article is, by its very

nature, a condensed report of events which must, of necessity, reflect to some

degree the subjective viewpoint of its author."); Rinaldi v. Holt, Reinhart &

Winston, Inc.,42 N.Y.2d 369,391 N.Y.S.2d 943,952, cert. denied,434 U.S. 969

(1911) (noting that the omission or inclusion of details is "largely a matter of

1s03873 4
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editorial judgment in which the courts and juries, have no proper function")' Here,

as was the case in the Sassowers' lawsuit against The New York Times Co., "the

gravamen of plaintiffs' complaint is, in reality, the failure of the defendants to have

included in the article all of the history. . .which led to Sassower's arrest and

conviction. Such coverage decisions are, however, editorial and protected by the

First Amendment." R'I92-202(Sassower v' I'{YT I at9)'

Thus, regardless of whether Appellant calls it'Journalistic fraud" or any

other name,'1 notwithstanding Plaintiffs' repeated demands that Respondents

publish the arguments and "documentary evidence" of Plaintiffs' choosing,

Appellant simply cannot impose liability on Respondents for declining to do so.

POINT III

THE COURT CORRECTLY REFUSED PLATNTIFFS' RECUSAL
DEMAND

Appellant also appeals Justice cohalan's April 11,2012, order denying

plaintiffs, motion seeking recusal for bias. Recusal pursuant to Judiciary Law $ 1d

requires that the court be "interested" in the matter at hand or "related by

consanguinity or affinity to any party to the controversy...." 22 NYCRR $

100.3(E) calls for disqualification, where, inter alia, the 'Judge has a personal bias

I I Appellant,s Brief suggests plaintiffs' asserted a fourth cause of action for "institutional

reckless disiegard for truth" (Appellant's Br. at 4,7). Plaintiffs did not in fact plead such a cause

of action. See R-33-4g. Thus,-ihey cannot seek to reverse dismissal of a cause of action never

assefied. Further, even if it had been asserted, as with 'Joumalistic !raud," no such cause of

action exists and for the reasons set forth herein, there is no rational basis, much less compelling

policy reasons, to recognize a heretofore unknown tort claim.
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or prejudice concerning a party." In the absence of evidence of a statutory

disqualification under Judiciary Law $ 14,"atrial judge is the sole arbiter of the

need for recusal, and his or her decision is a matter of discretion and personal

conscience." Schreiber-Cross v. State,31 A.D.3d 425,819 N.Y.S.2d530,531 (2d

Dep't 2006). "A court's decision in this respect may not be overturned unless it

was an abuse of discretion." People v. Moreno,70 N.Y.2d 403,406,516 N.E.2d

200,202 (1987). Here, Appellant has offered no facts warranting recusal under

either statute, and therefore there is no basis to disturb Justice Cohalan's exercise

of discretion in denying Appellant's recusal motion.

Appellant, in fact, failed to identify for the trial court any objective basis for

disqualification, and on appeal essentially argues that Justice Cohalan's "bias" is

evidenced by his application of the law to the facts alleged, resulting in an Order

with which she disagrees. See Appellant's Br. at2. Of course, disagreement with a

court's legal reasoning is not grounds for disqualification. Thus, the law is clear

that bias allegedly evidenced by a legal opinion is simply not proper grounds for

disqualification, and the denial of a motion to recuse on this basis certainly is not

an abuse of discretion. Petkovsek v. Snyder,25l A.D.2d 1086, 674 N.Y.S.2d 208,

2Og (4th Dep't 1998) (affirming denial of motion for recusal because "the motion

was based solely on the fact lhat the Trial Judge had not previously ruled in

petitioner's favor"); Hurrell-Harring v. State,20 Misc. 3d 1108(A), 866 N.Y.S.2d

1503873 4
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92 (Sup. Ct. Albany Co. 2008) ("In order to be disqualifying, alleged bias and

prejudice, must stem from an extrajudicial source and result in an opinion on the

merits on some basis other than what is learned from participation in the case.

Neither the formation of an opinion on a question of law nor judicial rulings in a

litigation constitute grounds for a claim of bias or prejudice on the part of a

judge.").

Further, in arguing for recusal before the trial court, the only purported

"relationships and interest" Appellant could identify to support her claim of bias

were based on (a) Appellant's prior efforts at recusal and sanctions against other

judges with whom Justice Cohalan may have professional relationships, and (b) the

fact that Appelant has generally opposed judicial pay raises. R-592-594.

Tellingly, the purported "interest" of the trial court completely consists of facts and

circumstances known to Appellant at the time she filed the Complaint. Even if

these alleged interest were adequate grounds for recusal (they are not), Appellant's

inexcusable failure to raise this "interest" prior to the issuance of the September 22

Order reveals the recusal motion to be nothing more than sour grapes. People v.

Simone, 13 A.D.3d ll, J2,785 N.Y.S.2d 82, 83 (1st Dep't 2004); People v.

Grasso, 13 Misc. 3d l2l4(A),824 N.Y.S.2d 757 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Co. 2006), affd

sub nom. People ex rel. Spitzer v. Grasso, 49 A..D.3d 303, 853 N.Y.S.2d 64 (1st

Dep't 2008). In short, because Appellant has not identified any factual basis to

1503873 4
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suppofi a finding that the statutory disqualifications set forth in Judiciary Law $ 14

are applicable, Justice Cohalan is the "sole arbiter" of his recusal, and his refusal to

do so was not an abuse of discretion. Schreiber-Cross, 819 N.Y.S.2d at 531.

As Judge Wetzel emphasized in prior litigation by this Plaintifl the judicial

process must not be undermined by baseless recusal motions. R-168-773

(Sassower v. Comm'n on Judicial Conduct of the State, supra, at 2-4 ("When a

court recuses itself without a proper basis, it undemines respect for the judiciary,

encourages forum-shopping, unnecessarily prolongs litigation, and unfairly "pas ses

the buck" to other judges.")). Indeed, a court has an obligation to deny such

motions. See id. at 3-4 ("Equally important as the obligation to recuse when

appropriate is the obligation to decide the case when there is no legal basis for

recusal. . . . When a court recuses itself without a proper basis, it undermines

respect for the judiciary, encourages forum-shopping, unnecessarily prolongs

litigation, and unfairly "passes the buck" to other judges."); Galasso v. Calder,3l

Misc. 3d, l22O(A), gzg N.Y.S.2d 199 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Co. 20lL) ("A judge is as

much obligated not to recuse himself when it is not called for as he is obligated to

when it is.") (internal citations omitted); Hurrell-Harring,866 N.Y.S .2d at 92 ("L

judge has an obligation not to recuse himself unless he or she is satisfied that he or

she is unable to serve with complete impartiality, in fact or appearance") (internal

citations omitted). Particularly here, where a finding of grounds for recusal would

38
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arguably apply with equal force to any state court judge daring to dismiss craims
brought by Appellant, the trial court was entirely correct in summ arilydenying
Appellant's request for recusal. 12

POINT IV
THE COURT CORRECTLY DENIED PLAINTIFFS' REQUEST FORSANCTIONS

Appellant also appeals Justice cohalan's April 11 order because the trial
court: (a) refused to vacate the Septembe r 22 

'rder 
pursuant to cpLR $

5015(a)(3)' based upon alleged fraud committed by satterree and Ms. sulrivan
during the oral argument which took place before the court on June 1,2011; and
(b) denied Appellant's request for sanctions for this conduct pursuant to zz
NYCRR 130-1.1.

In order to vacate an order or judgment of the court pursuant to cpLR $
5015(a)(3)' the moving partymust establish misconduct or fraud on the part of its
adversary or itq adversary's attorney sufficient to warrant the vacatur of the ruring.
see Blumes v. Madar,2r A.D.3d 5rg, 519, g00 N.y.s.2d 5g0, 5g r (2dDep,t

.*l6trffffi:1,S fi'.'.*}jis 
Brr' 65-68) that Justice cohalan,s use of a ,.shorr-form,,

provide 
"ny;;h;;;y for the r..,,".,oir,^l ::3tT.Ytlft:p.". However, epfetrant does notprovide anv authoritv.g'tr," p.opJ.rii;, i,,.rffi:T"'ri,::; rl",X?liJ;*5i;,[:',,if.0f"1,"0reasoning supporting his decisio;;;;"y Appellant,s t;;i".. motion, and a search of NewYork case law and procedure aoo rroi r"-,r"a T, *i"n":I"3:rr. 

_see, e.g., washington Mut.Bankv' 334 Mo'"u' Garvev abd. i;r., r8 Misc. :Jr i+sre), 8s9 rv.v.s.iJ 900 (sup. ct.2008) (noting that "a judg" a""t-""I"rrir" to give a ."u.on o, reasons for his or her recusar,,).
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2005); Arroyo v. Hilton,2Sl A.D.Zd 440,441,721N.Y.S.2d 553 (zdDep't 2001).

To warrant vacatur, the fraud must have prevented a party "from fully and fairly

litigating the matter." Shaw v Shaw,97 A.D,Zd 403, 467 N.Y.S.\d23L (2d Dep't

1983). Furthmore, the moving party must o'afftmatively establish fraud by clear

and convincing evidence." Cofresi v. Cofresi, 198 A.D.2d 321, 603 N.Y.S.2d 184,

185 (2d Dep't 1993). See also Aames Capital Corp. v. Davidsohn,24 A.D.3d474,

475, 808 N.Y.S.2d 229,230 (2d Dep't 2005) (denying motion for vacatur under

CPLR $ 5015(a)(3) because movant "offered nothing more than broad,

unsubstantiated allegations of fraud"); Miller v. Lanzisera,273 A.D.2d 866, 868,

709 N.Y.5.2d286,288 (4th Dep't 2000) (same); H & Y Realty Co. v. Baron, 193

A.D.2d 429, 430, 591 N.Y.S.2d 343, 345 (1st Dep't 1993) (alleged fraud or

misconduct must be "clearly demonstrated").

Other than conclusorily asserting that essentially all of Satterlee's and Ms.

Sullivan's arguments in support of dismissal were fraudulent and deceitful, it is

unclear what precisely is the nature of the fraud or misconduct perpetrated by

Satterlee and Ms. Sullivan. Specifically with respect to Ms. Sullivan, it appears

Appellant's central objection to her advocacy was her purported statement at oral

arguments that New York law does not distinguish between editorials and

newspaper articles with regard to the availability of the opinion defense . See, e.g.,

40
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R-596' Indeed, as set fofth herein, New York law does not make such a

distinction. The opinion defense is available in cases involving news articles, just

as it is in case involving editorials or letters to the editor. See supra Section I.B.

Further, entirely at odds with Plaintiff s allegations of fraud, the Court was

made aware of the caselaw supporting the statements Ms. Sullivan made at oral

argument, and the Courl was free to determine whether those statements were

supported by the law. Under such circumstances, Plaintiff was provided the

opportunity to "fuIly and fairly litigatfe] the matter,,, sl,taw, sLtpra,97 A.D.zd at

403, and cannot possibly claim fraud warranting vacatur of the Court,s Order.

Just as Satteriee's and Ms. Sullivan's arguments were not fraudulent, they

are also not "frivolous" arguments warranting sanctions under 22 NYCRR 130-1.1.

In order for conduct to be "frivolous" and sanctionable under Rule 130, it must be

(1) "completely without merit in law or fact and cannot be supported by a

reasonable argument for an extension, modification or reversal of existing law,,, or

(2) "undertaken primarily to delay or prolong the resolution of the litigation, or to

harass or maliciously injure another." 22 NycRR 130-1(c). Significantly, case

law wholly supports both Satterlee's briefing in support of Respondents, motion to

dismiss and Ms. Sullivan's oral arguments statements. Further, there is no

allegation, nor can there be any allegation , that Ms. Sullivan's statement were

1s03873_4
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made with any intent to delay or prolong litigation, or harass Plaintiff. r3 Finally,

even assuming, arguendo, that Ms. Sullivan misstated the law (which she did not),

her conduct is not frivolous -- simply being wrong on the law is not sanctionable

conduct. Golden v. Brrker,2z3 A.D.2d 169,770, 636 N.y.s.2d 444 (3d,Dep,t

itself sanctionable.
making a frivolous

1996) ("[C]onduct attributable to legal elror, standing alone, is not frivolous within

the meani ng of 22 NYCRR 130- 1 . 1 (.).,,).,0

13-ln 
contrast, Appellant's baseless and frivolous sanctions motion is

24 N.Y. lur. 2d costs in civil Actions $ g4 (..Frivolous conduct iincludes
motion for costs or sanctions.,,).

^ 'o rn light of Appellant's history of vexatious litigation, it is respectfully submitted thatthis court should follow the lead of prior courts and eiijoin Appellant ,,from instituting any
lrther actions or proceedings relating to the issues decidld herei.r.,, R-76g-773 (sassower v.Comm'n on Judicial Conduct of the Sntn, supra, at 5); Sassower v. Signorelli, gg A.D.2d 35g,472 N'Y's '2d 702 (2d 

-Dep't 
1984) (permitting court'io enjoin further litigation by George orDoris L' Sassower, holding that "when, as hJre, a litigant is abusing the judicial process byhagriding individuals solely out of ill wili or spite, 

"qrity?uy enjoin su-ch ,e*atious litigation.,,);see also In the Matter of Pignataro v Davis, s e.p3a"4g7,77gN.y.s.2d 52g (2d,Dep't 2004)(affirming trial court's precluding individual aorn -ur.ag further applications to court, notingthat while "fp]ublic policy generally mandates free access to the 
"orr.t, 

. . . a partymay forfeitthat right if he or sh-e abules the juditial process by 
".rguging 

in meritless litigation motivated byspite or ill will'")' Provided Appellant is given un opiortrnity to be heard, this court is free toimpose such sanctions sua sponte. Kamen v. Diaz-Kamen,40 A.D.3d g37, g37 N.y.s.2d 666(2dDep't2007).
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CONCLUSION

Defendants-Respondents respectfully submit that, for the reasons set forth

herein, the Orders and Judgments of the court below should be affirmed'

Date: September 24,2012

Mark Fowler
James Regan
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